The simplest way to drive an ultrasound system

“In everyday clinical practise, it’s crucial to be precise, confident, and fast at the same time. The easyMode* technology allows the operator to focus on the patient during the examination without being distracted by technicalities or complex system routines”

Carlo Biagini, MD, Radiologist
Florence, Italy

* Patent pending

40+ imaging optimization parameters adjusted in 3 swipes
“One touch” image optimization through intelligent real-time algorithm

Esaote has completely re-thought ultrasound exam optimization. easyMode catches and reacts according to the user’s needs, instead of having to make physicians and sonographers grapple with the system technology and its processes.

Unique technology to simplify the ultrasound image optimization:
- Improved diagnostic confidence
- Higher productivity
- Reduce operator’s work-related musculoskeletal disorders
- Reduced number of image controls